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10 guidelines for your selection process:

1
Run a quick survey throughout your business to establish consen-

sus on what is currently working, what is not working and what 

the expectations would be of a new piece of software. This will 

help you to drill down to the real issues as well as identify the areas 

that are working well in order to maintain those standards.

2
Talk to as many peers as possible, asking for details about their 

experiences of both software and support, and make notes. 

Research vendors and their products online wherever possible.

3
Document a list of business requirements, involving key staff. 

Think about practical things, not just a list of standard CRM fields. 

Consider topics such as integration with other systems, data 

security, desktop versus web, workflow, output reporting, manage-

ment information, investment value data feeds, manipulability of 

financial planning calculators, user-friendliness, mobile capability and 

anything else that might be relevant.

4
Create a diagram of all your other internal systems and tools 

(including spreadsheets and manual processes) and consider 

whether any of these could be replaced by or integrated with 

a new system, bearing in mind that the chances are slim that you 

will find a single product to replace every system or process in your 

business. Think about everything from your new business register to 

your leads management, advice process and commission reconcili-

ation to your document storage and task management. Ideally, you 

would need as many systems as possible to ‘talk to each other’.

Technology change is an uncomfortable process and, whether or not a financial advisory 
practice has the luxury of adequate resources and time to dedicate to selection, proper 
planning and thorough investigation are essential ingredients for success.

M
any practices employ rather haphazard 

methods of selecting solutions, the criteria 

for which often centers on a list of gripes 

with other solutions, peer experience and, 

of course, costs. Business interruption is 

guaranteed – there is no such thing as a painless transition – 

so make sustainable choices upfront. And remember that a 

software demo is an overview and a sales pitch, not a training 

session. What you see in demos will not sufficiently prepare you 

for your daily operational life following implementation.

A good idea is to apply similar rigor to the selection of software 

products as you might apply to the financial planning process.
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5
Prioritise your requirements and decide which are critical, important 

or just nice to have so that you remain firm and undistracted in the 

upcoming demos.

6
Use your list of requirements during every demonstration to make sure 

that you do not forget to ask any questions and also to rate and score 

each listed requirement for suitability.

7
Have key staff members attend demonstrations and do not leave the 

decision to one individual – it is important that needs are met across the 

breadth of the business; each person will view the solution from his or 

her own specific perspective.

8
Ask vendors about more than just functionality, making sure that you 

gain an understanding of the implementation and ongoing support 

processes as well as the stability of each vendor and any upcoming 

strategic changes they might be planning.

9
Create a case study, using a familiar and complicated client or process, 

and either get demo access to each system or ask the vendor to spend 

some time running through the scenario with you. This will enable you 

to assess each solution quantitatively for its ability to produce a result from 

the same set of criteria.

10
If you are out of your depth, call in some expert advice. Engage 

with consultants who are familiar with the industry, have experi-

ence with multiple software vendors and products and are 

practiced in eliciting business requirements and managing a rigorous selection 

and implementation process.

Software selection and implementation

Business Consulting Services

System administration and enhancement

Revenue Data Administration

Data analysis & segmentation projects

Monthly commission and fee tracking TM

www.linkedin.com/company/linktank-pty-ltd www.facebook.com/linktank.co.za twitter.com/linktank_za

www . l i n k t a n k . c o . z a

Nina Lowes

Director

Linktank

Jen McKay

Director 

Linktank
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Pfirestorm
No costs/subscriptions for end 

users (clients). Internal users 

(IFA and employees): once 

off setup fee starting at R2 

999 (excl VAT); first five users 

R750 pm; R249 per user pm; 

thereafter for each additional 

user. Costing recognises that the 

adviser is not the only one who 

manages the client relationship 

and value proposition. His/

her employees are equally 

important in delivery of the IFA’s 

unique value proposition.

atWORK 

The atWORK Client and Practice 

Management with Financial 

Planning tools is R936 plus vat 

pm for one adviser and one 

assistant. Training, support and 

software updates are included. 

The only additional charges are 

for sms bundles, Astute costs and 

the monthly Wealth data import 

if required.

Avalon
One para-planner or finan-

cial adviser plus one admin 

assistant = R695 pm. (Portfolio 

construction is excluded from 

this offer) BIAS
An Administrative Module 

Monthly License includes 

all new program releases. 

Ten concurrent users to the 

Administrative module, with 

on-going telephonic and 

remote support = R1 550 

pm per user. Extra Monthly 

BIAS Licenses per user (over 

and above the 10 included) = 

R150 pm per user. 

FSPhub
First 15 users = R450 pm 

per user; thereafter on a 

sliding scale. Advisers with 

view only have a special 

price.

IRESS XPLAN
One adviser plus one admin-

istrator client relationship 

management and standard 

planning tools solution license 

costs R1 270 pm.

PROFIDA
One adviser plus one adminis-

trator including all modules for 

CRM, Astute integration and 

FNA is <R 1 000. Optional: 

commission tracking and/or 

money collection for service fees 

is >R1 000.  

2. AVERAGE PRICING

1. THE COMPANIES
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ABSOLUTELY – COMPARE US!

For more information:

Call Pfirestorm. Let us help you evolve your practice.

Contact Grant or Gareth at 

SOLUTEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLYYYYY – COMPARE US!

-

Not anymore! 

One technology! One solution! Always expanding!

client focused collaborative technology 

Pfirestorm has a simple purpose!

To provide professional financial advisor practices with an                  

affordable technology solution designed to create clients and retain    

them simply by aligning their practice with the needs of their clients.

It is that simple!

The question is, with all the technologies out there, why should                    

Pfirestorm be your chosen solution?
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atWORK
All maintenance, updates and testing are managed by atWORK 

after business hours in the data centre.

Avalon
Downtime for maintenance is reduced to the absolute 

minimum and is scheduled for over weekends and nights. 

BIAS
Updates are uploaded onto our Portal almost daily. We recom-

mend to clients to update their program about once a week.

FSPhub
No downtime with updates. Updates happen overnight, 

followed by an e-mail explaining changes.

IRESS XPLAN
Upgrades are done after hours.

Pfirestorm
Critical and normal updates are done outside of working hours 

and do not disrupt normal day to day operations. 

PROFIDA
Updates are carried out after business hours.

3. What is the purpose of your system?

atWORK

Avalon

BIAS

FSPhub

IRESS XPLAN

Pfirestorm

PROFIDA

To support Financial Service Providers to manage daily interac-

tions with clients and the needs of their businesses such as 

storing documents, client communications, tracking compliance 

and providing client friendly planning reports.

The purpose of our system is to empower financial advisers 

to compete in the high value markets with systems that are 

powerful and easy to use. We call it ‘simplexity’. Avalon does 

three things, and that is to empower advisers to compete in 

high value markets; manage advice risk for the advisers and 

extract the lifetime value of the client.

BIAS is the definitive Investment/Life Assurance Business 

Administration System for the Independent Financial Adviser. 

BIAS has been helping some of South Africa’s top Independent 

Financial Advisers administer their businesses successfully for 

more than 22 years. BIAS has been continuously enhanced to 

provide financial advisers and their administrative staff with the 

technology necessary to be highly efficient and competitive in all 

aspects associated with the running of their businesses.

The purpose of our system is to enable advisers to enjoy life 

again, as in the old days, but while making more money. This is 

only possible if all the work is done according to processes that 

are improved regularly, even daily, if necessary.

XPLAN is a comprehensive wealth management and advice 

solution. It offers powerful Client Relationship Management 

(CRM) and client online access to manage your client base 

efficiently. Keep track of all aspects of your business including 

staff, processes, revenue, and costs. Increase efficiency, improve 

client services and reduce costs. Simple, logical and easy to use 

financial planning calculators and modelling tools offer significant 

value-add to clients. Our service offering includes calculators, 

projection and strategy modelling, and risk insurance research. 

The purpose of Pfirestorm is to provide our clients with a unique 

technology solution which will enable our clients to create their 

own customers and retain them through a unique collaborative 

technology designed by customers to drive and build relation-

ships by maintaining perfect records of any and all communica-

tion, documents, contacts and collaborations throughout and 

beyond the life of individuals.

To import Astute information including contact details of the 

client and process them for CRM and portfolio schedule, and to 

process information further for financial needs analysis and estate 

planning.

4. Is there downtime to consider with updates? 
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5. Is the system available offline or is the system cloud-based and available 
ofsite? Is there a mobile or tablet application?

atWORK

atWORK is a cloud based 

system and an Internet connection is required. 

We work with all popular browsers and tablets.

The application is a cloud 

based application which means that it is 

only available online. The system works well on both iPads 

and android tablets. This means that the data of the user is 

never exposed in case a laptop is stolen or broken into. Our 

system is device independent meaning that your data is always 

up to date, irrespective of the device. We have taken a strate-

gic decision not to launch a native app, but provide an online 

experience that is close to a native app experience. 

Avalon

Data Replication allows brokers 

to use laptops off site and update any changed 

information with the main server on reconnection to the 

network. We also offer a Windows cloud based service using 

Windows Server and Terminal Services Licenses. There is 

no current mobile/tablet application available, unless using 

Teamviewer to remotely connect into the client’s office 

server. We are currently developing this.

to use laptops

BIAS

XPLAN is a cloud-based/online solution, 

accessible from multiple devices, including both 

mobile and tablet. This supports the adviser in delivering a 

multi-channel proposition to maximise client engagement 

consistently and efficiently.

XPLAN 

accessible fro

IRESS XPLAN

Cloud based. 

Not available offline. The system adjusts 

automatically to mobile phones or tablets.

Not av

FSPhub

PROFIDA is either available offline 

or cloud-based. When employed, cloud-

based mobiles and tablets can login from anywhere 

without the need of an application.

or cloud

based mobiles an

PROFIDA

The platform, being one 

based upon collaborative technologies 

and the alignment of clients with the organisation, cannot 

operate offline. Access to the platform can be done via 

desktop, laptop, tablet or smart phone using the internet.

base

and the alignment of cli

Pfirestorm
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atWORK
If an adviser leaves atWORK, the data and attached documents 

are provided on a disk if requested.

Avalon
Data is exported in a CSV format (Excel). Documents will be 

provided on a drive provided by the adviser in a client folder 

format.

BIAS
We offer the facility to upload to our secure FTP server. Before 

uploading, the data is compressed and encrypted. Once uploaded 

to our server it is further encrypted and then backed up onto a DVD 

and stored off all networks in a safe. It is therefore out of harm’s way 

in terms of Virus and ‘Hacker’ attacks. This is not only on termination, 

but is offered as an ongoing service.

6. How often is the system backed up and where are these backups held? 

atWORK

The data is constantly backed up 

and a weekly backup is moved to an 

offsite storage facility.

The system is hosted in a server 

farm in Johannesburg on a one gig fibre channel 

used by some of the banks. The system runs an automated 

backup every 24 hours to a secure alternate location. The 

backups are monitored and regular checks are performed 

to test the integrity of the backups. The turnaround times to 

access the backups are less than two hours. It takes less than 

five hours to restore.

Avalon

Each client is responsible for their 

own backups. We do offer a backup program to 

assist them. The client specifies where they would like the 

backup stored, whether locally, externally or via dropbox etc.  

Most clients get their IT person to take responsibility for this. 

own backups. W

BIAS

For hosted sites, IRESS provides 

the following data backup services as standard: 

daily off machine backup of data; weekly offsite backup of data; 

retention of daily data for 30 days; retention of weekly data for 

six months; retention of month end data for seven years and 

retention of year end data for seven years. IRESS also offers 

additional premium services on request including live-

mirrored and onsite configurations. 

the following 

IRESS XPLAN

Data is continuously mirrored onto 

separate drives using RAID. In addition daily 

backups run during the night to servers in Cape Town and in 

Nuremburg. A separate failsafe standby server in Germany 

ensures that downtime could be as little as 15 to 30 minutes. 

Da

separate d

FSPhub

Backups are automatically carried 

out on daily basis. These daily backups are 

held on a separate drive for up to 15 days on our servers. 

Every month one backup is randomly selected to be kept on 

a hard drive in a 24-hour-fireproof safe. Hence there is a 12 

month history of data kept. The turn-around to access and 

reinstall a backup is 1 hour.

out on d

held on a separate drive

PROFIDA

The system is backed up regularly 

by both our host providers and internally 

on a regular basis. This is held both on-site as well as 

offsite and managed within a larger sever environment (locally) 

and in the cloud in the northern hemisphere. There is a firm 

protocol I place in terms of time to access in the event of 

“failures”, the worst case scenario being four hours before up 

time is regained for a catastrophic failure.

by bot

on a regular basis

Pfirestorm

nd in 

many 

utes. 

7. How will data be provided to the IFA 
should he decide to terminate his contract?
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atWORK

Avalon

BIAS

FSPhub

IRESS XPLAN

Pfirestorm

PROFIDA

8. Does the system include built in Financial Needs Analysis, Risk Profile 
Analysis and other Compliance tools?

atWORK includes the Financial Planning tools in the standard 

price as well as Risk Profiling and Compliance tools.

Avalon has the following components:

*  Client Management Components, which includes CRM 

(CCM), Communication, Task Management, Document 

Manager, Leads Management and Opportunity Management;

*  Financial Components, which is all about Time and Billing; 

and

*  Planning Components, which includes FNA, Advanced Estate 

Planning, Business Needs Analysis, Professional Practise 

Needs Analysis (PNA) and Compliance tools.

Bias includes Financial Needs Analysis (currently a detailed Cash 

Flow Analysis) and other Compliance tools. No Risk Profile 

Analysis.

FSPhub has a compliance tool. We did not include other tools 

because we did not want to replace the FNAs or RPAs that 

were already available. If you have a vision for your business we 

will help you make it a reality. That is our mission.

XPLAN includes a comprehensive set of adviser tools, cover-

ing Financial Needs Analysis, Risk Profiling and compliance 

processes. XPLAN’s flexibility enables the adviser to create 

his own personal risk profile questionnaire to establish the 

most appropriate asset class portfolio for the client, which 

the adviser can then use for planning and portfolio model-

ling. Additionally advisers can design and embed their own 

compliance and planning process into the tool to ensure they 

produce 100% compliant advice against all their clients.

Using the more advanced cashflow modelling under Xtools+, 

client data can be carried through from XPLAN’s CRM and 

fact find process, meaning minimal data re-entry will be 

needed. The tool is flexible, allowing the adviser to model 

multiple scenarios for comparison whilst amending projections 

relating to a client’s existing holdings. This facilitates better 

client engagement by also enabling the adviser to produce 

client-friendly graphs to help present information and recom-

mendations to clients.

There is a Needs Illustrator. The purpose of the Needs Illustra-

tor is to enable users (IFA’s) to generate some analysis that 

can be used effectively in developing their own purpose made 

Financial Needs Analysis. The purpose for this is to enable the 

IFA to apply his or her mind to the development and design of 

a unique solution with his/her clients and not simply gener-

ate a result. As a collaborative platform designed to systemise 

all activity simply through general use, filing, record keeping, 

compliance recording, TCF outcomes, RDR considerations 

and so forth are delivered and generated. This includes the 

ability to manage tasks, compliance processes, managing 

and monitoring thereof and most importantly, being able to 

remotely access 100% of data in real time – by management, 

compliance officers, owners, and clients. 

 Yes for Financial Needs Analysis and other Compliance Tools. 

No, we do not have a Risk Profile Analysis.

FSPhub
 All the data in the system can be exported by the owner in SCV 

or PDF format.

IRESS XPLAN
IRESS can provide the IFA with a copy of their database on cancel-

lation in a readable format according to international standards. 

Pfirestorm
Various options are available to the IFA for termination including a 

permanent live feed to all data at a minimum subscription, zip files 

of all database material as well as the ability for users to download 

all documents to their own servers/computers at a once off fixed 

download cost.

PROFIDA
Data can be exported in SCV format by the PROFIDA user.
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9. Does the system allow the Advice Process to be captured and tracked? If so, how? 

atWORK

All user actions are recorded on the 

system and a user cannot delete anything without 

following a process. All actions are based around the client 

and so a complete picture with audit trail of activities, the 

planning process and the data used in planning are recorded 

and can be reviewed.

Each and every proposal that is 

created for the client saves the information 

on which the proposal was based and the proposal itself, in 

the audit trail. It saves iteration of the proposal and 

engagement. Avalon has a well-defined advice framework in 

which all advice is provided. 

Avalon

We allow capturing of advice records. 

These can be printed in BIAS format or to a 

letterhead. Electronic supporting documents can be attached 

and stored in BIAS.

We a

These can 

BIAS

 XPLAN provides the adviser with a 

range of tools to help with fact finds, attitude to risk, 

audit trails and managing cases, all designed to enhance existing 

processes. All of the interactions are recorded in the system 

and for compliance purposes a complete audit trail is captured 

against all clients. A dated and timed record of all changes 

undertaken by users in the business can be called up instantly.

 X

range of tools to he

IRESS XPLAN

An Advice Task is created and the steps 

(process) customised by the owner. E-mails and SMS’s are 

linked to this automatically while documents, often from 

another system, are linked manually but easily.

An Adv

(process) customised by 

FSPhub
Yes. Notes about the Advice 

Process are captured as tasks and activities and 

scheduled to be reminded on.

Process are 

PROFIDA

Yes, the paradigm shift is that with 

Pfirestorm, a process is started through a simple 

communication between A and B attached to C (the client). 

Simply put, the first “process” is tagged with a unique number. 

Every process that follows is similarly tagged. At any point, 

users can simply type in a Tag and all the processes followed, 

documents, contact records, sms, e-mails, secure messages 

are grouped in date/time order (and can be resorted in other 

ways) to be able to determine exactly where the task is, who 

is involved and who is on point. Every task is automatically 

recorded and saved in a client profile for easy management and 

monitoring by managers, supervisors, compliance officers and 

other people with appropriate permissions. 

Pfirestorm, a 

Pfirestorm
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10. What standard reports are available? 
Does the system allow for custom reports? 
What formats are supported for output? 

      atWORK
Standard reports are Financial Needs Analyses reports, Client 

Recommendations and the Record of Advice. Policy schedules and 

the client’s monthly consolidated Wealth Statements are produced 

as standard with the practices own branding. Internal reports can 

be produced and exported to MS Excel for further manipulation if 

required.

      Avalon
Standard reports available are FNA (standard and comprehensive), 

Estate Plan, Business Needs Analyses (short and comprehensive) 

and a Practice Needs Analysis (professional and short). On top of 

this we can add a customised report per practice. Output formats 

include .docx, .doc, PDF and open document format.

      BIAS
There are 100s of standard reports, of which most can be saved 

as PDFs. Several are exportable to Ms Excel (where applicable). 

There are also mail merge facilities to merge into MS Word. The 

user cannot create custom reports, but this is something we are 

working on. If the client would like a report and it can benefit 

all our clients, we create it and make it accessible for everyone. 

Reports can include client’s logos.

      FSPhub
No standard reports, too easy to create your own custom 

reports, in PDF or SCV (Excel) format. All the information is avail-

able - you just need to choose what you want in a report.

      IRESS XPLAN
XPLAN includes a wide variety of reporting tools for many differ-

ent areas, including sales pipeline, activity management, funds 

under management and lead tracking. It provides a real-time view 

of the adviser’s business through detailed reports of convenient 

dashboard views. We are able to build custom reports at an 

additional charge and the output of those reports can be deter-

mined by the business as PDF, Word or both.

      Pfirestorm
There is some basic management information reports built into 

the platform that provide individual users statistics as well as at all 

levels of the IFA organisation. These reports measure activity of 

users, including that of clients. In addition, through the CRM and 

ERM features, data mining and searching for information can be 

tailored, fine- tuned and generated in real time. Most reports are 

PDF and some are exportable to Excel/CVS for manipulation, if 

required.

       PROFIDA
There are many standard reports available within PROFIDA. 

PROFIDA allows for custom reports and both PDF and word 

formats are supported.
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atWORK

Avalon

BIAS

FSPhub

IRESS XPLAN

Pfirestorm

PROFIDA

11. Can tasks be created with reminders? Can these tasks be updated and 
assigned to other users? Can documents be attached to tasks?

Yes, standard processes can be easily created to work for the 

practice. The processes can be assigned, re-assigned with 

follow up steps and responsible person with a full audit trail. 

Relevant documentation can be attached.

Yes. We have an advanced task management that was built on 

top of the collaboration framework. Tasks can be created and 

assigned to internal or external network partners.  

There is a complete tasking system, including workflows. These 

tasks can be updated, assigned to other users and e-mailed out. 

They can also be sent to MS Outlook Calendar. 

Yes, with Tasks you specify the deadline and with Steps you 

specify an alert (if you wish). Both Tasks and Steps can be 

delegated to individuals or groups (selected in a dropdown).

XPLAN offers full task and activity management that can be 

tailored to the adviser’s needs, reducing manual inputting 

and administration. XPLAN enables the creation of standard 

templates to ensure consistency across each and every inter-

action with the client. This ensures the company brand is not 

tarnished by any missed interactions. 

The most powerful development in terms of its ICT philosophy 

is the collaborative client focussed new generation solutions. 

This means that the management of tasks through a specific 

feature has become outdated. Every communication, every 

contact record, every e-mail, every sms, every contact is 

deemed to be a task. Once it is in the system it is merely 

tagged and accessible, retrievable and manageable. Tasks as 

defined above can be re-allocated to other users, forwarded 

to them, copied to them, attached to them – the options are 

seamless. Attaching documents to tasks has also become an 

outdated function in that documents are tagged to tasks and are 

retrievable through simple tag search functions.

Yes for all three questions.

   atWORK
Some roles are available but users are allowed to take 

over or carry on a task or check on the task. The action is 

audited, so all users are accountable.

   Avalon
The system caters for an almost unlimited combina-

tion of profiles. From a super admin perspective we have the 

following standard user roles: Organisational Administrator; 

Para-planner; Financial Adviser/broker and Assistant. From the 

Organisational admin any number of roles that will have an 

implication can be created. 

   BIAS
Yes, right down to screen level.

   FSPhub
Yes.

   IRESS XPLAN
Yes. The IRESS XPLAN hierarchy, group and capability 

structures are extensive to ensure that only the right people 

have access to the right functionality to enable them to do 

their work to the highest quality without jeopardising data 

integrity. 

   Pfirestorm
Yes, there are multiple user levels based on permis-

sions and authorities. This ensures that there can be 

proprietary access between users within branches, between 

branches, provinces and areas and even countries. In 

addition, there is an additional module which can tailor make 

authority levels for more complex situations. 

   PROFIDA
Yes.

12. Does the system cater for different user profiles and restrictions? 
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Find out how XPLAN can empower your business email: enquiries@iress.co.za

Innovative technology for financial markets, wealth management and the mortgage industry

Offices in: Australia, Canada, Hong Kong, New Zealand, Singapore, South Africa, United Kingdom. www.iress.com

XPLAN

Congratulations to:

Wouter Fourie - Ascor™ Independent Wealth Managers

Bruce Fleming - Consolidated Financial Planning

Mark MacSymon - Private Client Holdings

The number one choice for

FPI financial planner of the

year finalists 2015

atWORK
Yes, atWORK is integrated to a commission system.

Avalon
The system has an accounting feature. This means that 

contracts can be loaded with any amount of items. These 

contracts can represent fees, commissions and can be loaded 

with any number of contract items. You can issue a quote for 

work to be done for a client, issue an invoice, load a payment 

and prepare a client statement. The system is not a commission 

tracker. The system can be used to track expected commis-

sion from clients if a commission contract was loaded and the 

expected commission of a client was loaded onto the client file. 

We do not have a payroll and we do not have a comprehensive 

commission tracking capability yet.

BIAS
Yes, this is one of our strongest points.

FSPhub
No payroll, but commission reports can be done.

IRESS XPLAN
Yes. The XPLAN CommPay Module handles commissions/

payroll and fees. CommPay is a flexible rules-based commis-

sion system that empowers advisers and other Financial Service 

Licence holders with the ability to design and manage simple to 

sophisticated remuneration models.

Pfirestorm
We do not have a commissions or payroll module where 

commissions can be managed.  

PROFIDA
Yes for the Commission Tracking Facility.

13. Does the system have a commissions/payroll feature?
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atWORK

Avalon

BIAS

FSPhub

IRESS XPLAN

Pfirestorm

PROFIDA

We can import data and we have standard data downloads for 

Astute and from the industry wealth platforms. The commis-

sion system imports commission statements and integrates to 

payroll and accounting systems.

Yes. The interfaces we have created are currently one way from 

Avalon to the other systems. We do have web services but we 

have not exposed them. We have the following integrations 

in Avalon: Lightstone property valuations; Windows Azure for 

document storage; Office 365 integration for e-mail, calendar and 

tasks; Fintelligence SMS service; Fintelligence Smart Code service 

where we provide a free smart code for every user; Fintelligence 

Accounting and billing; Facebook; Twitter and Linkedin.

We can integrate into Pastel. We have a complete User defined 

debit order collection system, which exports for most bank 

systems. Astute is a work in progress and we are waiting for our 

release date. We can import data as well as commission from 

most systems.

Currently we provide only for SagePay, but are willing to and can 

link with any system. Brokers who use the Santam system receive 

notifications and updated schedules linked to the client in FSPhub.

Yes. XPLAN supports a comprehensive set of industry 

integrations, providing automatic valuations, portfolio 

modelling, fund analysis and more. These ensure maximum 

efficiency and enable the adviser to provide clients with up to 

date reports and updates on their portfolio holdings.

The Pfirestorm platform has been built in such a way that it 

can be integrated with any other platform - on request. This is, 

however, built as bespoke development with cost implications. 

In this way, we are able to tailor solutions for our clients within 

a standard architecture. Accordingly, Pfirestorm is not offered 

with any predefined integration.

Yes, for debit order systems and Astute. PROFIDA has its own 

extensive CRM facility but we can also integrate to other CRM 

system via web services for additional charge. PROFIDA has its 

own accounting facility.

14. Can external systems interface with the system?

   atWORK
Yes, we import data from Allan Gray, Glacier, Investec, 

Momentum Wealth, Old Mutual Wealth and Stanlib. We are 

working with several other platforms as the data import is a 

flexible import and possible to import many formats. Total 

views and key client and transaction data can be analysed.

   Avalon
Yes, for the portfolio of life assurance. Not yet for 

investments. 

   BIAS
Yes, through the Financial Needs Analysis tool.

   FSPhub
Our client portfolio needs some work because each 

adviser wants it in a different format. Business Intelligence 

reports are unlimited.

   IRESS XPLAN
 Yes. IRESS Portfolio System (IPS) links into a host of 

LISP and MANCO’s to automatically pull in full transactional 

history data from the various product providers to ensure 

that all their clients’ total portfolios are up to date. This then 

does automatic calculations of the clients’ IRR, before and 

after fees returns, total portfolio asset allocation and ability to 

measure against the clients’ desired portfolio make up.

   Pfirestorm
Yes, this is the most fundamental need within any ICT 

solution. All the traditional core information on a client’s 

financial profile is summarised and can be drilled into for the 

finer detail. This so called “single” view is central to traditional 

financial planning and compliance. By being a collaborative 

system, client activity around the entire relationship can be 

monitored.

   PROFIDA
Not automatically; user intervention is required. 

However PROFIDA can combine a client’s entire portfolio 

and provide total overview and business intelligence.

15. Can the system automatically 
monitor and combine a client’s entire 
portfolio and provide total overview 
and business intelligence?
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Are you looking for a 
modern, easy to use 
client and practice 

management system with 
comprehensive wealth 

and risk planning tools?

Have a look at the cloud system that has been making

advisor business easy for over 15years.

atWORK focuses on productivity for the user & 

simplicity for the client.

Our focus on simplifying the complex means that a

powerful plan can be easily created and implemented.

Tel: 0861 (289 675)

www.atwork.co.za

Financial Planning Tools

Wealth management & regular client 

statements

Client management

Practice management

Highlighted features

Easy to use

Productive

Cloud document storage

Simple client communication

Online client access

Portfolio downloads

Why atWORK?

Call us today to start 

your free atWORK trial!

atWORK
atWORK links to a commission management 

system that generates invoices. atWORK has a 

facility to create and manage ‘templates’ and merge 

client data into standard forms and application forms 

to produce a professional, easy to read document 

for the client. The document can be synchronised 

with a tablet for a client to sign electronically.

Avalon
 Yes. See above. A comprehensive invoicing system 

is integrated seamlessly into Avalon. 

BIAS
The system can do invoicing, but it is not using 

pre-populated forms. The client logo does populate 

on the invoice.

FSPhub
The next version will include invoicing. Forms can 

be populated provided the forms are created in the 

system, which is easy to do.

IRESS XPLAN
Yes. The system allows the tracking of time against 

a client’s file which can then be converted into an 

invoice.

Pfirestorm
Invoicing is currently only available for IFA’s in 

respect of their Pfirestorm costs. Invoicing, billing, 

debit orders and mandates form part of new 

modules that will be launched in 2016.

PROFIDA
Yes for both questions.

16. Can the system do in-
voicing and can forms be 
pre-populated from the 

system?
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atWORK

atWORK has a full communication 

with audit and tracking for text (sms) messages and 

replies as well as e-mails.

The system offers integrated Microsoft 

Exchange and Office 365. This means that the 

system keeps track of bi-directional e-mails, and tasks regard-

less of whether the appointment has been made on your 

tablet, smart phone or outlook. The system will hunt for the 

communication and link it to the client file with a single click. 

Avalon

Absolutely everything is audited. 

All users are accountable.

BIAS

 Yes. XPLAN allows for the sending 

of e-mails and SMS’s. We also have an Outlook 

plugin which can then copy the e-mails from Outlook or Gmail 

back into the client’s file in XPLAN.

 Y

of e-mails and

IRESS XPLAN

                                                 Yes.                                                                
FSPhub

Yes for E-mails. No for SMSs 

(SMS messages can be sent from PROFIDA, 

but not received yet within PROFIDA).

(SMS mes

but no

PROFIDA

This is perhaps the most critical 

of issues. The Pfirestorm solution is one 

based on collaboration and thus, using this platform enables 

a range of multi-level and universal communications options. 

Overall, the platform offers mails from the system within 

the system; mails from the system to e-mail; mails sent from 

ordinary e-mail (any e-mail – not just outlook) to ordinary 

e-mail, sms’s sent from the system to cell numbers is received 

by the cell and if replied to is received within the system and 

automatically filed in the sender’s record. 

of issue

based on collaboration and

Pfirestorm

17. Does the system provide bidirectional communication with an audit trail of all 
communication going in and out?

      atWORK
atWORK provides the ability for a client to login via the adviser’s web 

site to view his or her own information and reports. This gives the 

client access to information such as client details, assets and liabilities, 

income and expenses. Documents and portfolios can be viewed by 

the client when they want or need it. It is a powerful tool for the 

adviser who wants to extend their service offering out of the office.

      Avalon
Our client portal will be launched before the end of 2015. 

      BIAS
No, not yet.

      FSPhub
Client access is provided but at our clients’ request it is view-only. 

Our planning includes the ability for clients to submit requests (creat-

ing a task). This is an important functionality that advisers need to 

adapt to as we go into the future.

      IRESS XPLAN
Yes. The IRESS Client Online Access functionality allows the user 

to view their current portfolio, pull their latest reports, view their 

documents, update the personal information and request an appoint-

ment with their adviser. This is available online or through our tablet 

application.

      Pfirestorm
Pfirestorm is a client driven ICT solution with unique features that 

reside in the client space – not in the traditional IFA ICT solution. 

Through a 256 bit encrypted portal clients can access features such 

as, accessing and updating their own financial and personal data, 

their objectives, compile their own Will, document management 

and personal storage, two way communications, activating priorities, 

administration functions and audit trails and more.

      PROFIDA
Yes, for an additional charge.

              

        

       

       

               

      

18. Does the system allow client access? 
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Pfirestorm

Yes, the collaborative nature 

of the technology allows for 

seamless marketing and delivery 

of campaigns and newsletters. 

Using tags and other features, 

campaigns can be managed and 

measured.

atWORK 

Yes, we have a data centre that 

can do bulk e-mailing or text 

messages or the data centre 

can produce the data to run a 

campaign via an external tool 

such as Mailchimp or Campaign 

Manager.

Avalon
Yes. Avalon has the following 

group communication modules: 

Group E-mail with customised 

attachments, Group SMSs and 

Campaigns. 

BIAS
Yes, via E-mail from BIAS and 

MS Word mail merge.

FSPhub
That is the most important 

functionality in FSPhub to 

increase revenue.

IRESS XPLAN
Yes. XPLAN has the ability to 

create personalised E-mails that 

can be sent to all the clients 

with a few clicks of a button.

PROFIDA
Yes.

19. Can newsletters and campaigns be done via the system?

Designed by South African financial advisers and developed locally to cater for all the disciplines

021 9142169 l info@efchub.com l Suite 101, Tijger Park 2, off Willie v Schoor Dr, Bellville l www.efchub.com

FspHUB, an all-in-one online office productivity solution for Financial Service Providers, uses cutting edge technology to lighten 

the load in the office and help you stay in control of what is happening - flexible enough to reflect your unique way of doing business.

If your FSP Practice is close to perfect, you may think you don’t 

                                                   need our online system.

But your competition is improving 

       and increasing all the time.

                         So contact us to find out how you 

can consistently work on your business to stay ahead - or get ahead.
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BIAS
BIAS has been designed by the 

broker for the broker. It is a user 

friendly program that encom-

passes everything our brokers 

want. BIAS sets us apart by being 

a cost effective solution that is 

feature packed. We have hands 

on developers that work hand in 

hand with our brokers, constantly 

improving the program. 

20. What makes your system the best in the market? Why should an IFA 
make contact with you?

atWORK
atWORK’s tagline and focus on “Simpler 

by Design” says it all. We work in a 

complex environment and atWORK 

spends time on making life easy for 

the practice while following industry 

standards. We have a strong belief that 

technology should be used to simplify 

life and not make it more difficult and 

cumbersome. Easy to use systems and 

processes mean that the system is used 

fully and leads to better service and 

support to the adviser’s clients.

Avalon
Avalon is a labour of love. We are proud of 

the intellectual capital behind Avalon. We 

have nine legal consultants, all with decades 

of face to face experience in the high value 

markets. We have taken all our collective 

knowledge and we have built it into Avalon. 

The financial engineering behind Avalon 

is our gift to the market. Our focus is to 

empower the adviser to be able to compete. 

The unique offering of integrated legal/

para-planning support makes it a formidable 

choice. Avalon is simple enough to use by 

anyone, but it is not for everyone. Avalon 

was built for those advisers who truly have 

a passion for financial planning. It is our 

expression of art. Our slogan – become a 

force of nature in financial planning says it all. 

FSPhub
If you wish to drastically 

increase productivity and sales 

you need to implement this 

system and make it the hub of 

your business. IRESS XPLAN
XPLAN is by far the most compre-

hensive solution in the market. 

It has everything that an adviser 

requires to make their business the 

best in its class. It offers a level of 

flexibility previously only available 

to big corporates with big budgets. 

IRESS leverages its knowledge and 

understanding of financial services 

markets across the globe, so we 

often have solved business problems 

long before our market is aware of 

the need to do so. 
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PROFIDA
PROFIDA is the most 

flexible, powerful and 

reliable system out there and 

provides very good value for 

money.

Pfirestorm
As the only true client centred ICT solution 

for the Financial Advisor (even more so 

for the IFA) developed from the ground 

up by South Africans, Pfirestorm offers a 

truly holistic approach to providing its IFA’s 

with a complete ICT solution focussed on 

the single biggest purpose of their business 

which is to create clients and to retain 

them. This is only possible if a holistic view 

is taken of the environment in which IFA’s 

operate, in terms of FAIS, TCF and RDR. 

The dire needs of their clients are important 

to provide the IFA with the capability and 

capacity to economically deliver their unique 

value proposition to their clients sustain-

ably. Owning, operating and sustaining an 

IFA practice is about enabling an IFA to 

deliver. A one-stop solution that is seamless, 

economical and sustainable.


